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Abstract- This position paper explores how current available
tools address problems with noise in web user profile. We
establish that current research works eliminate noise from web
data mainly based on the structure and layout of web pages i.e.
they consider noise as any data that does not form part of the
main web page. However, not all data that form part of main
web page is of a user interest and not every data considered noise
is actually noise to a given user. The ability to determine what is
noise and useful to a dynamic web user profile has not been fully
addressed by current research works. We aim to justify a claim
that it is important to learn noise prior to elimination, to not only
decrease levels of noise but also reduce loss of useful
information. This is because if noise in web data is not clearly
defined and analysed through learning, the purpose and its use
will be compromised hence its overall quality.
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I INTRODUCTION
The information available on the web is increasing rapidly
with the explosive growth of the World Wide Web[1], [2]
While users are provided with more information, it has
become more difficult to extract useful information from the
web due to its size and diversity [3]. Moreover, a lot of web
data is buried further deep on the web and only a small
percentage of useful data is available to users. Extraction of
interesting information from web data has become popular in
the recent past with more research focus on web usage mining
[4], [5]. Web usage mining (WUM) is defined as application
of data mining techniques to discover usage patterns from
web data in order to understand the needs of web users [4].
WUM attempts to discover useful information from web logs
which are interactions of users on the web [5]. In real world,
it is practically impossible to extract web log data and create
a user profile free from noise. A user profile is defined as a
description of user interests, characteristics, and preferences
on a given website [6]–[8], user interest is measured by
looking at user web log data to determine time spent on web
pages and frequency of visit to a web page [9], [10].
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Useful information on the web is often accompanied by
high level of noise e.g. advertisements, navigation panels,
copyrights notices, web page links from external web sites,
etc., which hinder the process of finding information that
meet the interest of a user. [1], [11] define noise web data as
any data that is not part of the main content of a web page,
and such data can harm web usage mining process. However,
our view on this definition is that noise is not necessarily
advertisements from external web pages, duplicate links and
dead URL or any data that does not form a part of the main
content of a web page but also useful web data that is
incorrectly assigned to different data class hence affecting
usefulness of web data to a specific user interest.
It is recognised that noise web data is an unavoidable
problem that affects web usage mining process e.g.[12]
mainly because the source of web data is uncontrolled hence
difficult find useful data from extracted web log data with
high noise levels. Presence of noise in extracted web log data
can adversely affect the output from web usage mining
process. For example, seasonal data can be useful in a given
time period but not useful to a specific user in different
occasion, this dynamic change of event to web data may
cause current machine learning tools to extract data that does
not meet interest of a user. According to [13], [14], there is a
need to improve quality of the web data by eliminating noise
so as to ensure web data available to a specific user is of their
interest.
It is widely discussed in current research work e.g. [1], [2],
[15], [16] that web data need to be pre-processed before
applying web data mining tools. The main objective of data
pre-processing is to remove noise data, and to reduce the size
of data [17]–[19]. However, our opinion is that useful
information can easily be eliminated at pre-processing stage.
It is therefore important to understand the nature of noise data
on the web. For example, the home page of a website is likely
to contain advertisement banners relevant to geo-location of
a user determined through an IP address. The user might be
interested to click through the links and spend some time on
suggested pages or choose not to. Therefore, to determine if
such type of data is relevant to a user or not does not only
depends on the relationship of different types of web data to
the main web page content but the user’s interest determined
by frequency and time spent on a given web page. Relevant
data in web usage mining field has been defined by various
researcher for example, [20] defines relevant web data as
sections of a web page that more objectively describe the
main content of a web page. This includes the title and the
main body section, and excludes comments about the story
and presentation elements while [16] defines it as the core
information of a web page that a user needs to view. For
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example, the main content in the web page of a news article
is the core information, while anything that does not form part
of the main web page is irrelevant. Some current research
work e.g. [9], [16] have used noise and irrelevant data
interchangeably. In addition, [9] defines noise as irrelevant
data. In this work, noise will be used predominantly which
also refer to as irrelevant.
Even though current works has played a significant role in
reducing noise levels present on the web [1], [11], [21], [22],
there is still limited discussion on how loss of useful
information otherwise considered noise at pre-processing
stage can be decreased as well as reducing levels of noise data
in a web user p rofile. Some web data eliminated at the preprocessing stage can be noise to a specific user but useful to
another user. Moreover, the main web page content is likely
to contain data relevant to the website but noise to a user.
Therefore, it is important to understand the nature of noise
data identified against interest of a user prior to elimination.
In this work, we aim to establish and justify our position as to
why there is a need to learn different type of noise from
extracted web log data prior to elimination
The rest of this paper is organised as follows; section II is
a critical analysis and evaluation of current research work on
noise web data reduction. Section III is a discussion of our
research position based on contribution made by current
research work. Finally, future work this research will
undertake to address issues identified from current research
work.
II CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF
RELATED RESEARCH WORK IN NOISE WEB DATA
REDUCTION
In this section, we explore various machine learning tools
currently applied in noise elimination from web data. We also
evaluate contribution of current research works in relation to
noise web data reduction and the ability to discover useful
information based on a specific user interest. In order to
justify the position of this paper, we aim to address the
following key aspects:

To establish from current research work different
types of noise web data eliminated by existing tools

To identify measures used by current available tools
to eliminate noise from web log data

To find out how current available tools take into
consideration interest of a user on noise web data prior to
elimination
Current tools developed to identify and eliminate noise
from web pages are mainly based on two different approaches
i.e. the underlying structure of document object model
(DOM) tree [1], [23] while the other approach solely depends
on the visual layout of web pages [24]. DOM tree is a data
structure used to represent the layout of a web page, it is build
using web page’s html parser from which a web content
structure is created represent areas of a website with relevant
and noise data [11], [25]. For example, [1] proposed a tool
known as Site Style Tree (SST) to detect and eliminate noise
data from web pages based on an observation that the main
web page content usually shares the same presentation style
and any other page with different presentation style is
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considered as noise. To eliminate noise from web pages, SST
simply map the page to the main web page to determine if the
page is useful or noise based on its presentation style. [26]
developed a tool based on case base reasoning (CBR) and
neural network to eliminate noise data from web pages. CBR
is a machine learning approach which makes use of past
experiences to solve future problems i.e. detects noise from
web pages using existing stored noise web data. Different
noise patterns in websites are stored in form of DOM tree, the
case base is then searched for similar existing noise pattern.
Artificial neural network is used to match existing noise
patterns stored in Case-Based. Even though this approach is
based on the idea of case based reasoning to identify noise
data by matching existing noise patterns stored in case-based,
it is difficult to determine if such content is relevant or noise
to a user despite the fact that it matches with existing patterns.
This is because web data is dynamic and so is expected user
interest, if the quality of data is determined using case based
approach then the output will be misleading. [27] proposed
pattern tree algorithm to eliminate noise data from web pages,
pattern tree algorithm is based on DOM tree concept with an
assumption that data present on the web can be considered
noise if its pattern is dissimilar from the main content of web
page. [25] applied Least Recently Used paging algorithm
(LRU) to detect and remove noise from web pages. LRU
takes into account visual and non-visual characteristics of a
web page and is able to remove noise web data for example
news, blogs and discussions. LRU algorithm determines
frequently visited pages and those that are not been visited
over a certain period.
In this paper, we do not focus on structure and layout of
web data to identify and eliminate noise but instead we focus
on interest of a user to available web data. However, the
above tools play a significant role in defining user interest
level on web log data. Reduction of noise from web pages
based on the structure of data on a given website will
subsequently affect the quality of extracted web log data. In
this paper, we argue that noise in web data should be
determine based on web user’s level of interest on available
data. In order to understand user interest from extracted web
log data, pre-processing is an essential process for purpose of
improving quality of output from web usage mining process
[28]. Current research works have applied existing tools to
determine interest of a user from extracted web data logs. For
example, [29] applied Naïve Bayesian classification
algorithm to identify interested users based on web log data
extracted from a website. This authors’ main objective was to
classify extracted web data logs and study how useful is the
extracted information based on a user interest. Their initial
phase involved removing noise data such as advertisement
banners, images and screen savers from extracted web data
logs. They used Naïve Bayesian classification model to
classify useful and noise data based on number of pages
viewed and time taken on a specific page. Neural network
(NN) is another tool widely applied in web usage mining to
reduce noise from web log. [30] state that neural networks use
frequency of a web page in web log data to determine its
weight. The authors define weight as a statistical measure
used to evaluate how important is the information to a given
user. [15] applied kNN on web data logs to find information
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of a user interest by removing noise data, their main focus
was on local noise for example advertisements, banners,
navigational links etc. Web log data was extracted and
surveyed to which web server they belong. If the address
belongs to a list of already defined advertisement server, then
the link is removed. [31] proposed Weighted Association
Rule Mining to extract useful information from web log data.
Their objective was to find web pages visited by a user and
assign weights based on interest level. The user interest based
page weight is used to eliminate noise web pages from useful
information. In their research work, weight of a web page to
a user interest is estimated with the frequency of page visit
and number of page visited. Where pages visited only once
by only one user, they will be assigned low weights and
subsequently considered noise.
This work considers noise removal of noise and extraction
of useful information from web log data as critical aspects to
consider in improving quality of a web user profile. Our
justification to this claim is that if noise in web data is not
clearly defined and analysed through learning, the purpose
and use of data extracted will be compromised hence its
overall quality. This paper outlines some of the major
contributions made by currently available noise web data
reduction tools. For example

Existing tools applied in noise web data reduction
process focus mainly on improving quality of data on web
pages by removing noise at pre-processing stage.

Automatically detecting and removing noise data by
matching noise data in current web data with the previously
stored noise web data patterns. The contribution is not only
to remove multiple noise patterns in a web page but also to
enable classification of noise based on defined patterns.

Protecting useful data regions by identifying
boundaries between noise and useful data [21], [32]–[34].
This is due to their assumption that the main web data
contains only useful information.
Despite efforts from current research work to address
problems with noise in extracted web data logs, this work
identify a research gap that has not been fully addressed in
relation to noise web data reduction with a view of creating a
dynamic and interest specific web user profile. This work
argues that eliminating noise from extracted web data logs
should be more user interest specific rather than determined
by the relationship of data to the web page it resides. In our
next section, we establish critical aspects that justify our
position based on current research works contribution.
III OUR POSITION
In this section, we conclude that the following points
justify our position for the proposed research work:

It is widely acknowledged by current research works
discussed in section II that eliminating noise from web page
mainly focus on how relevant is web data to a website as
opposed to how relevant is the data to targeted web users.

In current research works for example, [21], [26],
[34] noise in web pages is eliminated based on pre-existing
noise data patterns. The problem with this concept is that
interest of a user to web data is dynamic and so is the data on
the web.
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Even though there are current available tools and
techniques which address noise data reduction from web
pages, to the best of our knowledge there are no discussions
on how loss of useful information can be reduced by learning
noise in web log data prior to elimination.
IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our aim in this work is to justify the need to learn noise in
web log data prior to elimination. It is important to take into
account both available web data and interests of web users to
determine which data is noise or useful given varying interest
levels of a user. Our position is based on the fact that interests
of a web user are dynamic and so is web data. For this reason,
it is difficult with current available tools to eliminate noise
without affecting its usefulness. In our ongoing research
work, we propose a noise web data learning tool capable of
learning noise from a web user profile prior to elimination. In
addition to frequency of visit and time duration which are
widely applied in current research work, we introduce depth
of visit to measure interest level of a user on visited web
pages. An example to justify our proposed measure is if a web
page appears only once in a user web log it does not mean the
user is not interested. There is a possibility that a user will
only be interested in a given time period hence a need to
introduce this measure to learn dynamic interests exhibited a
user before eliminating any noise data from a user profile.
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